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Christopher Hernandez

4 months ago

RE: Group 3

Goal: Rebecca School parents will be able to access and use an Edublog forum to
communicate, offer advice, and set up after school events with one another.
Main Steps
1. Develop

login portals for each family
2. Estimate how many video tutorials must be made to teach platform navigation and
utilization.
3. Have all possible questions been covered?
a. Yes?
i. Oversee platform usage and await "help" entry forms.
b. No?
i. Develop new tutorials.
ii. Has everything been addressed?
1. Yes?
2. No?
Chris_Goal & Steps
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Jeffrey Eyssallenne

4 months ago

RE: Group 3

Hi Chris!
One thought I have (just a thought - not a critique of your design document) is
how many parents will actually want to participate in this AND will have the tech
ability to be able to? It's a great idea, but low-participation would be a huge
challenge. But for the ones to want to and can participate, I think your goal is
good however I feel like your main steps might need more:
- how will you introduce the concept to the parents? How will you let them know
their logins?
- I love the idea of video tutorials, but what about a 1-page handout to go along
with it? That might appeal more to some families than having to watch videos.
- regarding #3: how will you know if all possible questions have been covered?
Will you request feedback?

https://mycourses.purdue.edu/webapps/discussionboard/do/message?action=list_messages&course_id=_422596_1&nav=discussion_board_entry&c…
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Just a thought: I wonder if a trial phase with a group of willing participants might
help work the bugs out and even help build excitement about it?
Hopefully this is helpful.
Jeff
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Christopher Hernandez
RE: Group 3

Ellen Price

4 months ago
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4 months ago

RE: Group 3

YES to the handout!! (With screenshots showing them exactly where to
click!)

Adrienne Foster

4 months ago

RE: Group 3

Hi Chris,
Your goal meets all 4 components of a complete goal statement. I do have a
question as it relates to your 2rd goal however. How will you estimate the number
of video tutorials needed to teach platform navigation and utilization? Should
there be a step before this one where you survey the parents to see their level of
knowledge or comfort with technology such as this? Asking them what social
media formats they use frequently and their level of comfort navigating through
those networks. Such as, do you know how to post a comment, follow a thread,
share a comment, add a hyperlink, etc. This could provide you with a baseline of
knowledge upon which you could build your tutorials. If the navigation features
are similar between Edublog and the social media formats the majority of the
parents feel comfortable using, a video would not need to be created. Also, a short
cheat sheet could be made for the information that most of the parents know,
indicated from the survey responses, to help the parents who are less familiar with
technology.

Adrienne
https://mycourses.purdue.edu/webapps/discussionboard/do/message?action=list_messages&course_id=_422596_1&nav=discussion_board_entry&c…
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Ellen Price

4 months ago

RE: Group 3

Great point, Adrienne!

Carole Hruskocy

4 months ago

RE: Group 3

Chris,
You shared the following goal: Rebecca School parents will be able to access and use
an Edublog forum to communicate, offer advice, and set up after school events with one
another.
I am able to find some elements of a goal statement:
Learners = Rebecca School parents
Skill = access, use, communicate, offer advice, set up (focus in one the key skill to
be learned and assessed at the end of the training)
Performance context =
Tools = Edublog forum
I find it easier to begin with the tool such as "Using an Edublog forum,
Rebecca School parents will ......
Reflect further of your goal and the skill you want parents to achieve. Then revise
and repost your goal for feedback.
Carole

Ellen Price

4 months ago

RE: Group 3

Hi, Chris!
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This is an awesome project and I can see why it would be important for parents,
teachers, and students!
I have a question about the steps toward the main goal as they're addressed in
your diagram. Are the goals in the diagram for parents or for you, as the designer?
It was my understanding that the steps we diagram are those that the leaner needs
to take before they are able to achieve the goal, but I read your steps as what YOU
need to do in order for the learners to be successful.
I thought that your diagrammed steps toward the goal would need to be things
like, parents know how to log in to their edublogs account; parents would know
how to navigate to xx section or xx section; parents would know how to write and
respond to messages... I could be wrong here, but it may be worth doublechecking.
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